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Legacy Learning Center
In April 2021, the board approved the name Legacy
Learning Center for the former Haslet Elementary
building, now housing the DAEP program, R.I.S.E.
program and professional development space.

Part of the background behind this name is that the
facility can be used to honor the legacy of our
school district.

Legacy Wall
One way to honor individuals who have left a mark
on Northwest ISD is through the “Legacy Wall,” part
of the facility at the building entry where plaques
can be placed with the names of notable former
educators, alumni or community members who have
left a positive, lasting mark on education or
school activities in Northwest ISD.

The Legacy Wall

Alignment with Committee
Preference
When determining the names of our most recent K-8 buildings,
the naming committee decided to focus primarily on the first
criterion for a K-8 school name:
In memory of a person who has served the District or
community, especially in service to children, and whose virtues
or characteristics will serve as role models to students, staff and the
community;

We particularly focused on those whose contributions related to
education, as we believed we should honor educators and
individuals who have left a mark in Northwest ISD.

Reminder of Policy for K-8
School Names
Policy CW (Local)
1.

2.

3.

4.

In memory of a person who has served the District or
community, especially in service to children, and whose
virtues or characteristics will serve as role models to students,
staff and the community;
In memory of any person who has made a significant
contribution to society and/or education, whose name shall
lend prestige or status to an institution of learning;
A local residential or geographic area (names in this category
should be “neutral” if more than one community will be served
by a particular facility); or
A District property donor or his or her family members.

Reminder of Policy for 9-12
School Names
Policy CW (Local)
1.

2.

3.

In memory of any person who has made a
significant contribution to society and/or
education and his or her name shall lend prestige
and status to an institution of learning;
Any state or national heroic figure, landmark,
and/or historical attributes; or
A District property donor or his or her family
members.

Regulation (CW)
For consideration of recognition on the Legacy Learning
Center’s Legacy Wall, nominated individuals are required
to meet all the following criteria:
• Lived within Northwest ISD boundaries at some point
during their lifetime;
• Affiliated with the district as a teacher, staff member,
graduate or community member;
• Left a positive impact on students in Northwest ISD; and
• Aligned with the values set forth in Northwest ISD’s
mission, vision and beliefs.

Proposed Nomination
Process
In accepting potential names for inclusion on the Legacy Wall,
community, student and staff input or suggestions will be
accepted to provide the board with viable names for
considerations.
Nominations shall be made in writing on a form provided by
the district within the designated time frames established by
the district. Names that are submitted as a name nomination for
a school building or facility shall also receive consideration
for the Legacy Wall so long as they meet the established
criteria. The district may open specific submissions for the
Legacy Wall at its discretion.

Recommendation Process
A selection committee will review nominations to ensure they meet
criteria. The board will see the recommendations, and all submitted
nominations and provide final approval for individuals to be honored.
Alignment with Policy CW (Local)
1.

A selection committee should review all nominations and ensure that
the list of nominees meets established criteria.

2.

The committee shall submit to the Board one recommended name for
each facility to be named. A list of all submitted nominations will be
provided to the Board.

3.

The responsibility for the final decision in naming a new school or facility
rests with the Board. The Board shall officially select a name at a
regularly scheduled meeting.

Professional Development Rooms

Planned Dedication of
Facility
In addition to the dedication of the Legacy
Learning Center, the unveiling of the first class
of honorees for the Legacy Learning Wall will
also take place at a come-and-go reception for
educators to tour the facility.

6 p.m. Thursday,
September 8, 2022

Thank you!
Questions?

